I hope this FOTG ArtBlog finds you well and safe. During this period, where cultural institutions around the world closed, and many of us are spending more time inside, we thought we would use this opportunity to share with you some art world updates.

**Pavilion Online: Chinese Art, 21-28 April (Christie's HK)**

Christie's is offering two online exhibitions that feature a wide variety of Chinese works. At Pavilion Online, viewers can see a wide range of jades, bronzes, scholar's objects and Ming and Qing porcelains, featuring collections from the Studio of Ten Obsessions and Grace Wu Bruce. [Browse lots at this link.](#)
Contemporary Art Asia, 21-30 April (Christie's NY)

This exhibition features a prominent American private collection of Chinese Contemporary art, alongside works by noted artists such Ding Yi, Zao Wou-Ki, Liu Ye, Walasse Ting, Ai Weiwei, Zeng Fanzhi, Yoshitomo Nara, Zhan Wang, and Takashi Murakami. Browse lots at this link.

Recap: Art Basel Hong Kong, March 20-25

Although ArtBasel Hong Kong was postponed this year, the fair led the way in bringing innovative digital art "Viewing Room" online. Though you may have missed the opportunity to experience their Viewing Rooms, it's not too late to take a virtual tour of exhibitors on Artsy's website. For Chinese art, visit: Asia Art Center, Aye Gallery, Beijing Commune, Chambers Fine Art, Galerie Ora-Ora, Ink Studio, Leo Gallery, Liang Gallery, Pace Gallery, and PIFO Gallery.
Chambers Fine Art: Online Viewing Room, April 2-22

Chambers Fine Art has recently launched an Ocula Online Viewing Room of their latest exhibition, Poetry of Life, on view online April 2-22. Take advantage of this opportunity to view works by artists Julia Bland, GAMA, Guo Hongwei, Lam Tung-pang, Mary Simpson, Wang Gongyi, Yan Shanchun, from the comfort of your home. Enter the viewing room at this link.

Please stay tuned for the next ArtBlog, and don’t forget to visit us on Facebook and Instagram to view new contents about our virtual programs and classes.

Meanwhile, please don’t hesitate to reach me at mliu@chinainstitute.org should you have any questions. Please stay safe and healthy.

Sincerely,

Michael Liu

Associate Director, Membership and Events

Share China Institute with your communities!